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shut your eyes and picture your self on a sweltering summer time weekend. Chris Langley, her
husband Tom, and 4 buddies are on a leisurely drift journey down a mellow little river in the
midst of nowhere. they simply are looking to escape In Limbo from daily hassles, unwind a little,
sit back a lot. What begins out as heaven, quick becomes hell and the six pals quickly face
hazard and attainable demise at each flip of this distant river. inside twenty-four hours one in
every of them mysteriously dies, turning their lives the wrong way up as they try to get home.
even if they speedy detect they're being hunted, they don't know who or the place their enemy
is. yet getting house is now not the end. it's only a continuation in their nightmare. Their
enemies have initiated a cruel manhunt for them. Will they survive? Who will In Limbo survive?
And why are they after them?
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